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Abstract—The brute-force attack is one of general cyber security threats in supercomputing service environment using a secure shell (SSH) protocol. First we analyzed SSH brute-force attacks had been detected through the log file parsing method of servers in the KISTI. We found that SSH brute-force attacks are classified ’1:1’, ’1:N’ or ’N:1’ types of attack between source and destination IP address. And the duration of attacks that is generally the time it takes to execute attacks keeps enough long time. In this paper, we propose a SSH brute-force attack detection method using denied-events of firewalls and evaluate the effectiveness of the method. The analysis results show that our method filter beforehand by 46% on average that the attack traffic flow to active servers.
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1. Introduction

The brute-force attacks is the major security threat against remote services such as SSH [1]. The SSH brute-force attack attempts to gain abnormal access by guessing a user account and password pair. The SANS Institute called brute-force attacks against SSH to "the most common form of attack to compromise servers facing the internet [2]." And on May 2015, MaAfee Labs show top network attacks in Q1 [3]. A brute-force attack has been ranked in top 2. Thus it is one of classical security threats but still persists for several decades.

In this paper, we analyze SSH brute-force attacks are detected in the KISTI supercomputing service environment using the log file parsing method of servers [4]. In [4], parsed log files are clustered together in the same Src. IP or user account. If the number of failed logs in a group by Src. IP or user account exceeds the threshold, then it is detected a SSH brute-force attack. Analysis result shows that SSH brute-force attacks are classified ’1:1’, ’1:N’ or ’N:1’ types of attack between Src. and Dst. IP. And the duration of attacks that is generally the time it takes to execute attacks keeps enough long time.

In order to reduce the load of active servers from long time attacks, we propose a SSH brute-force attack detection method using denied-events of network firewalls. In order to detect a SSH brute-force attack, this approach classifies by Src. IP or Dst. IP and detects attacks by checking whether dropped events above a pre-defined threshold. If there are attacks, the Src. IP is inserted to the new firewall rule automatically. We evaluate the effectiveness of the method in our environment. The result show that the attack traffic directed to active servers are reduced.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analysis SSH brute-force attacks that are detected using the log file parsing method of servers in the KISTI. And we provides detail of SSH brute-force attack detection methods using denied-events of a firewall and evaluate the effectiveness of the method in Section 3. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.

2. SSH brute-force attacks analysis

We could detect to 983 SSH brute-force attacks using the fail-log based detection method was proposed in [4] for 6 months. If a number of accesses have same SSH process ID then we count it as one access log. Fig. 1 shows monthly SSH brute-force attack IP and distribution of abnormal access attempts detected by [4]. In Jan., Feb. and Apr., there are less SSH brute-force attack IP than other month. But there are too many abnormal accesses against SSH remote service. It is classified ’1:N’ type attacks such as DoS (Denial of Service). On the contrary, in May, there are many attack IP but on the contrary there are less access attempts with SSH brute-force attack than others. It is classified ’N:1’ type attack such as distributed DoS attacks.

Attack duration is the time difference from the point of first traffic occurrence and the point of final traffic...
Fig. 2: Attack duration of SSH brute-force attacks.

![Chart showing attack duration and start date] Fig. 3: Detected SSH brute-force attacks by DEBD (monthly).

![Chart showing ratio of active server IP] Fig. 4: Ratio of active servers IP among the detected attacks.

Table 1: Events of the KISTI supercomputer firewalls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>2015.1.1 - 2015.6.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total log file size</td>
<td>231.96 Gbytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total firewall events</td>
<td>1,274,163,692</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

occurrence within the relevant period. Fig. 2 shows the distribution of SSH brute-force attacks. Fig. 2 is a log-linear plot where the horizontal axis represents the first access time and the vertical axis represents the attack duration. Each (red) dot represents an attack that occurred from one Src. IP. As shown in Fig. 2, attack duration is widely distributed in the log-linear scale.

3. Denied-events based detection method

In order to reduce the load of active servers from long time attacks, we propose a denied-events based detection method using events of firewall. SSH brute-force attacks sometimes try to access to inactive servers. These accesses are denied by firewall rules. We groups denied events into Src. or Dst. IPes. If the number of denied events in the clustered Src. or Dst. IP group exceed pre-defined thresholds, then SSH brute-force attacks are detected. In this paper, we called this method 'DEBD (Drop-Events Based Detection mechanism).'

Table 1 describes firewall events were collected in our supercomputing service environment. We could detect to 2,352 SSH brute-force attacks by DEBD. Fig. 3 shows monthly SSH brute-force attack IPes. The DEBD detects more SSH brute-force attacks than the [4] because the DEBD finds up to SSH scanning attacks try to connect to every IP in supercomputing service subnetworks.

There are many attacks to SSH servers among detected attacks by the DEBD. Practically we find 1,086 attacks toward servers among detected 2,352 SSH brute-force attacks by DEBD. We expect detection of attacks ahead SSH servers through the DEBD. It can reduce the load of servers as a pre-filter. Fig. 4 shows monthly ratio of pre-filtered brute-force attacks. The average ratio is more than 46% although there is a discrepancy in monthly ratio.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose DEBD method against SSH brute-force attack. In our environment, the [4] detected 983 SSH brute-force attacks and the proposed DEBD detect 2,352 SSH brute-force attacks during 6 months in 2015. The proposed method filter beforehand by 46% on average that the attack traffic flow to active servers.
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